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Electron Bernstein wave emission from an overdense reversed
field pinch plasma
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Blackbody levels of emission in the electron cyclotron range of frequencies have been observed
from an overdense (vpe;3vce) Madison Symmetric Torus@Dexteret al., Fusion Technol.19, 131
~1991!# reversed field pinch plasma, a result of electrostatic electron Bernstein waves emitted from
the core and mode converted into electromagnetic waves at the extreme plasma edge. Comparison
of the measured radiation temperature with profiles measured by Thomson scattering indicates that
the mode conversion efficiency can be as high as;75%. Emission is preferentially in the X-mode
polarization, and is strongly dependent upon the density and magnetic field profiles at the mode
conversion point. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1447253#
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Electromagnetic waves in the electron cyclotron range
frequencies~ECRF! do not propagate in plasma confineme
devices such as the reversed field pinch~RFP! and spherical
tokamak ~ST! because the plasmas are overdense~vpe

@vce , wherevpe
2 5e2ne /«0me is the plasma frequency an

vce5eB/me is the cyclotron frequency!. However, the elec-
trostatic electron Bernstein wave~EBW! does propagate. I
has been previously proposed and theoretically shown
EBWs may be suitable for driving current and heating
RFPs and STs1,2 provided a technique for coupling to th
waves can be found. Both fusion concepts would ben
from the localizable, efficient current drive predicted fro
the theory.

Two scenarios have been proposed for coupling elec
magnetic waves to the EBW at the plasma edge. The
proposed~OXB! was a double mode conversion scenario
which an obliquely launched O-mode transforms to the s
branch of the X-mode which then mode converts into
EBW at the upper-hybrid resonance~UHR! in the plasma.3,4

This scenario has been tested experimentally in
Wendelstein-7~W7-AS! stellarator where both heating an
emission have been observed in the ECRF in overde
plasmas.5,6 The second scenario~XB! involves tunneling of a
perpendicularly launched fast X-mode through a cutoff
gion at the plasma edge to the slow branch of the X-m
where it then mode converts to the EBW when the wa
frequency equals the local upper hybrid frequencyvuh

2

5vpe
2 1vce

2 . The XB conversion has been alluded
theoretically7 and it has been identified in a linear plasm
device8 and in ST.9 Recently the XB process has been exa
ined in detail and compared to the OXB scenario.10 It was
found that XB can be an efficient mode conversion proces

a!Electronic mail: cbforest@facstaff.wisc.edu
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the frequency is chosen to match conditions depending u
the details of the edge density profile. Neither radiation em
ted through the XB mode conversion process nor heating
the launched wave has been observed.

In this Letter, we present the observations of electr
cyclotron emission from a RFP. We speculate that the
served black body emission is generated in the EBW mod
the core of the plasma, propagates to the edge and is m
converted to the electromagnetic waves which are dete
by an absolutely calibrated radiometer. The present exp
ment is the first observation of emission from an overde
plasma in the X-mode polarization and suggests that the
process is responsible for the observed emission. By r
procity, the measurements establish the viability of EB
heating in over-dense plasmas.

The theoretical model of the mode conversion efficien
for XB as presented in Ref. 10 provides a context for und
standing the observed emission levels. The maximum
mode-conversion efficiency is predicted to be

Cmax54e2ph~12e2ph!, ~1!

where

h5
1

a FvceLn

c G
UHR

@A11a221#1/2 ~2!

and a5(vpe /vce) and Ln5n/u ]n/]r u is the density scale
length. All quantities are to be evaluated at the UHR lay
where the mode conversion process takes place. In the M
son Symmetric Torus~MST!, the UHR associated with fre
quenciesvce,v,2vce is near the extreme edge of th
plasma as seen in Fig. 1. The mode conversion efficienc
therefore predicted to be a strong function of the dens
profile shape. It also depends upon the magnetic field pro
through the parametersa andvce . Physically,h is related to
© 2002 American Institute of Physics
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the distances between the right hand cutoff, left hand cu
layers, and the upper hybrid resonance normalized to
vacuum wavelength of the radiation. Transmission occ
when the waves reflected from the left hand cutoff and ri
hand cutoff layers destructively interfere.

The experiments described in this Letter were perform
in the MST11 reversed field pinch@major radius (R)
51.5 m, minor radius (a)50.52 m#. Unlike tokamaks and
stellarators, the RFP has a magnetic field which is prop
tional to the plasma current and whose magnitude depe
primarily upon minor radius rather than major radius. T
magnetic field increases by approximately a factor of 2 fr
the edge to the core. Typical profiles of cutoffs and re
nances in the MST are shown in Fig. 1. Surfaces of cons
uBu are nearly aligned with the magnetic flux surfaces as s
in Fig. 2.

The projection of a three dimensional ray trajectory on
a poloidal plane is also shown in Fig. 2. This 5.5 GHz r
launched from the outside of the torus~using the GENERAY
ray tracing techniques described in Ref. 1! at a poloidal po-
sition of 19° above the outer midplane~location of antenna
during experiment!. By reciprocity, emission recieved by th
antenna must occur along the same ray trajectory for a w
propagating outward. The computed parallel componen
the refractive indexNi along the ray indicate that the EBW
emission will occur at a position along the trajectory whe
Ni;2, and that the ray undergoes aNi downshift into the
antenna pattern of the receiving antenna as it propagates

FIG. 1. Cutoff and resonance frequencies in ECRF forI P5250 kA, ne

(central)5631018 m23 MST plasmas. The equilibrium is a solution of th
Grad–Shafranov equation fit to the available magnetic data.

FIG. 2. Poloidal flux and a constantuBu ~resonance for 5.5 GHz! surface.
The 2D equilibrium is a solution of the Grad–Shafranov equation fit to
available magnetic data. The position along the ray where the optical th
ness is 1 is labeled~3! to indicate the location of the source of observ
emission.
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ward. The absorption calculations indicate that the plasm
optically thick @optical depth (t)@10# such that the plasma
will emit as a blackbody, and that the Doppler shift leads
emission from a location several cm to the low field side
the cold electron cyclotron~EC! resonance location~Fig. 2!.

Emission was measured by a broadband double-ri
horn antenna~aperture 5 cm35 cm!, with an antenna gain o
13–17 dB (DNi560.34260.22) over the bandwidth 3.8–
8.2 GHz. The antenna is movable radially and located 1
above the toroidal midplane. For these experiments the
tenna was located in a 4.5 in. port 5 cm behind the inner w
of the vacuum vessel and'7 cm from the location of the
upper hybrid resonance. The antenna views the plasma
ally ~perpendicular toB with Ni50! and is rotatable to re-
ceive radiation withEradiB or Erad'B corresponding to
O-mode and X-mode emission from the plasma edge.
emission was detected by a 16 channel homodyne radi
eter. Two ultra-low noise rf amplifiers provide 80 dB of gai
a power splitter separates the power into 16 bandpass fi
~125 MHz bandwidth each! and diode detectors. The radiom
eter has a low noise temperature~1600 K to 2500 K within
the 4–8 GHz range! since no local oscillator was used. Th
radiometer was absolutely calibrated with thermal emiss
from microwave absorption material~eccosorb! at liquid ni-
trogen~77 K! and room temperature~300 K!.

Figure 3 shows time histories of the plasma curre
plasma density, average magnetic field for aI p5250 kA.
The radiometer signal in Fig. 3~d! corresponds to the fre
quency f 55.75 GHz, corresponding to emission from th
core. The line average electron density isn̄e;4
31018 m23. The plasmas are clearly overdense and do
support propagating electromagnetic waves. Emission dr
dramatically at ‘‘sawteeth,’’ flux generation events whic
sustain the poloidal current in the edge of the RFP.12 The
MHD activity during a sawtooth is global and affects a
observable equilibrium quantities in a reproducible fashi
In particular, the sawtooth crashes strongly influence

e
k-

FIG. 3. Time histories of the plasma current (I P), line averaged plasma
density (n̄e), average toroidal magnetic field and radiation temperature
EBE at 5.75 GHz.
 license or copyright, see http://pop.aip.org/pop/copyright.jsp
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edge density profile and hence the mode conversion effic
cies.

The observed spectra for both O (EradiB) and X mode
(Erad'B) are shown in Fig. 4. These spectra represent
ensemble average of approximately 25 sawteeth during
period between sawtooth crashes. The radiation tempera
for both polarizations are comparable to the electron te
perature as measured by Thomson scattering and is ther
of blackbody levels. However, the X-mode polarization ha
measurably higher radiation temperature. The plotted un
tainty represents both the statistical variation associated
the inherent fluctuation levels and the systematic error a
ciated with calibration. The difference between the radiat
temperatures for the two polarizations is attributable to
differences in the mode conversion efficiencies from EBW
O-mode and X-mode, the dependence of the mode con
sion efficiencies on angle, and the antenna pattern. The v
ing geometry used in these experiments was not optim
for coupling to the O-mode. The antenna recieves only lin
polarization while the polarization of the X- and O-mod
become elliptical for oblique propagation. We have calc
lated the polarization for obliquely propagatting O-mode
ing cold plasma wave equation using our experimental
rameters. It was found that for obliquely propagati
O-mode the power in X-mode polarization (Erad'B) is less
than 10% of the power in O-mode polarization (EradiB).
Also the emission forErad'B was measured to be larger tha
for EradiB from which we conclude that radiation receive
with Erad'B is primarily coming from X-mode.

Figure 5 shows the radiation temperature measured
the radiometer (TEBE) mapped to plasma radius (r ). Ray
tracing calculations are used to determine the emission l

FIG. 4. Measured O- and X-mode radiation temperature vs frequency.
vertical dashed line at 5.8 GHz separates two cyclotron harmonics.

FIG. 5. Spectrum for O- and X-mode EBE radiation temperature mappe
minor radius. Also shown is the electron temperature measurements
Thomson scattering. The vertical dashed line separates two cyclotron
monics.
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tion and include the Doppler shift from the cold EC res
nance as described in Ref. 1. By comparing the tempera
as measured by Thomson scattering (TThomson) with TEBE the
mode-conversion efficiency can be inferred from the ra
TEBE/TThomsonat a given position/frequency. For example,
f 54.0 GHz which corresponds tor 537 cm, TEBE/TThomson

'0.4. The mode conversion efficiency appears to incre
with frequency. For frequencies higher than 5.75 GHz, h
monic overlap occurs~with caveats mentioned below!; core
emission from the fundamental resonance is absorbed a
second harmonic near the edge. The observed levels of e
sion are consistent with emission from the second harmo
at the edge.

To investigate the effect of edge density profiles
mode conversion efficiency, discharges of different line a
erage densities were compared. The edge density profile
measured with a triple Langmuir probe on a shot to s
basis over a large number of similar discharges for two l
average densities namelyn̄e50.431019 m23 and 1.0
31019 m23. Edge magnetic fields and hence cyclotron fr
quencies were calculated based on known behavior of
magnetic field in the edge near a porthole. On MST,
vacuum vessel at 0.52 m serves as both a toroidal field m
net and as a flux conserver; the magnetic field at the edg
the MST is primarily poloidal and drops off quickly throug
the porthole over a scale length of the order of radius of
prothole. Diagnostic portholes interupt the image currents
the vessel wall, which in turn affects the cyclotron frequen
in vicinity of the antenna.

Figure 6 shows profiles of the first and second harmo
cyclotron frequencies and the upper hybrid frequency ca
lated from the density and magnetic field profiles. From m
sured edgene profiles, the density gradient scale lengths
the UHR are estimated to beLn;1.4 cm for both low and
high line average density. However, for a given frequen
the location of UHR surface shifts outward for higher de
sity. When the UHR surface is betweenf ce and 2f ce ~i.e.,
the low density case! blackbody emission associated with th
core is observed. However, when the density is high a
f uh.2 f ce harmonic overlap occurs and the edge tempe
ture is seen. This overlap criterion restricted the observa
of radiation from the interior of the plasma at low densitie
Indeed, for densities above 1.031019 m23 the entire ob-
served spectrum dropped to levels comparable to the elec
temperature at the plasma edge.13 The evidence for the role

he

to
m

ar-

FIG. 6. Edge profiles for cyclotron and upper hybrid frequencies forn̄e

50.431019 m23 and 1.031019 m23. These frequencies include the por
hole perturbation to the equilibrium magnetic field, unlike Fig. 1.
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of the edge density gradient on coupling efficiency is
ferred from fluctuations. There is a strong correlation b
tween the density fluctuations in the immediate vicinity
the antenna and the fluctuations inTEBE.

It should be noted that the role of wall reflections is n
expected to be large in MST since the antenna has high
and close to the plasma. Also, the emitting layer is optica
thick. The mode-conversion efficiency, as measured from
emission level compared to Thomson scattering meas
ments, can be compared to the theoretical value in Eq.~1!.
Significant uncertainties in the interpolation of the Thoms
measurements and estimates of (Ln)UHR and a from the
Langmuir probe measurements make a precise determin
of h difficult. But near harmonic overlap~at ;5.75 GHz! the
value of a (;2) is well defined. In MST, for line averag
electron densityn̄e;431018 m23, the density scale length
(Ln)UHR;1.4 cm, a52 for 5.75 GHz givingh50.46. The
theoretical maximum mode conversion efficiencyCmax

;70%, experimentally we find the efficiency is 75%. How
ever, to find mode conversion efficiency at all frequency a
hence to estimate the temperature a precise spacial mea
ment of electron density and magnetic field field at edge
necessary. This might put a hindrance to the use of EBE
standard diagnostic tool for temperature measurement. N
theless, our observation shows that XB mode conversio
efficient for suitable edge conditions which indicates the p
sibilities of heating and current drive in overdense plasm
with EBW.

In summary, electron-cyclotron radiation from an ove
dense plasma has been observed with both X- and O-m
polarization. Emission of BX has been observed for the fi
time. The radiation temperature when compared to temp
ture measured by Thomson scattering can be used to esti
the mode conversion efficiency. The necessity of ex
Downloaded 07 Feb 2005 to 128.104.223.90. Redistribution subject to AIP
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knowledge ofLn and phase factor makes it difficult to us
EBE as a standard diagnostic for electron temperature.
BX mode conversion efficiency is observed to be as high
75% for low density discharges. By reciprocity, the obser
tion of emission shows that heating and current drive in ov
dense plasmas such as RFPs and STs may be feasib
perpendicularly launched X-mode power in the ECRF, p
vided the density profiles are suitable.
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